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By Jeff Brown

Vtr Publications. Paperback. Condition: New. 156 pages. Dimensions: 8.5in. x 5.5in. x 0.4in.In a day
of confusion, it is good to hear a clear bell sounding with certainty about biblical patterns for
leadership in the local church. This book faces current issues head on and responds with Scripture
rather than mere tradition. There are two parallel issues here which are not confused, the
autonomy of the local church and final authority for governance residing in the congregation as it
prayerfully convenes to conduct its own business. Jeff Brown thoughtfully brings us through the
basic terms and principles to sound conclusions which will strengthen independent churches
around the world. Dr. Bill Smallman, 1st Vice-President, Baptist Mid-Missions Jeff Brown has written
a very fine companion on its function by building a solid case for his work, not by simply comparing
various systems and traditions, but by going directly to the inspired text. I heartily commend it to
all who are interested in learning more about Gods intention for the governing process of the
church. Earl D. Radmacher, M. A. , Th. M, Th. D President and Distinguished Professor of Systematic
Theology Emeritus Western Conservative Baptist Seminary Portland, Oregon In a day when...
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ReviewsReviews

This ebook can be worthy of a read, and much better than other. I have read and i am certain that i am going to planning to go through again once again in
the future. You may like just how the writer compose this book.
-- Mr. Grant Stanton PhD-- Mr. Grant Stanton PhD

A whole new eBook with an all new standpoint. It is actually rally fascinating throgh reading through time period. You wont truly feel monotony at anytime
of your own time (that's what catalogues are for relating to when you request me).
-- Claire Bartell-- Claire Bartell
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